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vowel main effect of with Vi; Q,(Cr) represenb the

consonant main effect and lflQ),(V, C1) ,epresents a
vowel-by-consonant interaction effect that relates to a

specific VC diphone (rhyme) combination, (e.9., /'

od/ in /hqd/)
A similar decomposition can take place for the bias

elements {01}

br= p(V) +t(C,) +lp)(vk,C) r+l

nere, p(V) represent a vowet-main effect bias, 4Ct)
a consonant-main effect biases, and lp5)(Vr,Cr) a
diphone interaction bias.

Nearey [5,16,17] showed that excellent fits to data
sets from [34,15,13] could be obuined when all
stimulus-tuned diphone interaction terms, corresponding
ro l[9Q],(V, C*)l t of Eq. (3), were eliminated. Thus,
the {at} of equation (2) could be decomposed into
additive phoneme-based components. For the datasets of

[34], diphone-bias terms ([.\d(V,Cr)] were clearly
required. For the others, however, they could be
eliminated. The models described above -- that is, those
with or without diphone biases, but always without
stimulus-tuned diphone effects -- will be referred to as
segmental LR models.

These findings, together with results from the
intelligibility of naturally spoken words and nonsense
syllables in noise [,16,20] provide important support for
a version of Mermelstein's [l4] hypothesis: that the
processing of a// syllables and words can be understood
in terms of the processing of phonemes. Specifically,
stimulus information is processed by phoneme-level
elements, supplemented in some cases by stimulus-
independ,ent bias effects associated with higher-level
phonological constructs and lexical status
l l5 ,  r6 ,17 ,18 ,201.

3. RELATIONSHIPS OF SEGMENTAL LR TO
OTHER FRAMEWORKS

3.1. Segmental LR and Massaro's FLNTP

Formally, segmental LR and FLMP models of Massaro
and colleagues [13] have many similarities. There are a
few apparent differences. One is that FLMP involves
discrete-level coding of stimulus effects, while (thus far)
segmental LRs have treated such cues as continuous
covariates. However, LR models can also code stimulus-
level differences as discrete contrasts, resulting in a
version of standard log-linear modeling 17,17).

Another appiuent difference is that in FLMP stimulus
properties typically modulate binary phonological
feature oppositions, while segmental LR deals with
phoneme-level contrasts, including multi-category vowel
distinctions It5]. However, as Benki [4] has shown, LR
methods of t l7l can be extended to study the
phonological feature compositionality of phonemes. A
ftnal technical difference is that FLMPs minimize an rms

error criterion between fitted and observed probabilities,
whilc segmental LR models use a maximum (quasi-)
likelihood criterion (minimum Gt), assuming
multinomial (-like) distribution of response errors.
Despite this, FLMP and LR models are sufficiently
similar that, mathematically at least, they can often be
considered notational variants.

3.2. "Secondary cues" and cue sharing

A more profound difference between LR and FLMP
involves the philosophy of "cue sharing". This difference
results not from the core mathematical forms, but from
side conditions on how stimulus variables relate to
categories. In Massaro and colleagues'approach, each
stimulus dimension (cue type) is associated with one and
only one phonological contrast. Thus in [3] study of
lbra, bla, dra, dlal syllable cues, FLMP model
coefficients associated with /l-r/ distinction relate only to
F3-cue values, while F2 cues affect only /b-d/ choices.
(But see [16] for a re-analysis of MC83's experiment
with cue sharing.)

In Nearey's segmental LR models, Mermelstein's
approach [14] to cue sharing is adopted. For example, a
cue such as Fl of the steady state of a vocalic
microsegment of a VC syllable may contribute
simultaneously and independently to both vowel choice
and the following consonant choice. Roughly speaking,
Fl can be considered to be a "primary" cue to vowel
height while simultaneously serving as a "secondary"

cue. Analyses in [l4,17,15,301 show prinw facie
evidence for such cue-sharing behavior. This issue will
be revisited below in connection with the
accommodation of context effects in ASR models.

3.3. Segmental LR and Smits'HICAT

Smits [30,31,32] has developed a new hierarchical
classification model that can cover close approximations
to segmental LR models as a special case. HICAT also
allows for more complex stimulus-response patterns that
would require inclusion of some "contraband" (from the
perspective of segmental LR) diphone-tuned stimulus
terms in a LR framework. Smits has demonstrated that
HICAT appears to provide better matches to some
syllable-choice dau than do segmental LRs. For the most
part, these improvements are fairly small, but Smia has
provided elegant and detailed theoretical discussion
exploring some possible production patterns and their
near-optimal decoding by variations of HICAT models.
Further developments of this model should be watched
carefully. An interesting question is whether cases can bc
found where HICAT solutions work well but where
segmental LRs fail more dramatically. If such cases
cannot be discovered, then the question can be posed why
are real perceptual experiments so well approximatcd by
segmental LR.

In any event, segmental LR models have proven to be
powerful tools in investigating cue-to-response
relationships. They also have the practical advantage of
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over all possible stimulus values; by default, P(t) is set
to l/K, where K is the number of phonemes in the choice
set); and Gau(,) is the multivariate Gaussian (normal)
probabil ity density function.

By plugging in values for means and covariance
matrices estimated from the measured acoustic data, a
researcher can predict in advance listener's responses to
any stimulus, including newly synthesized ones.

This method makes many assumptions that are
probably too strong and are difficult to justify

psychologically. Luce choice theory is debatable in any
choice situation and is certainly so if applied directly to a
posteriori probabilities from production data. However,
NAPP still has considerable appeal as an "engineering

approximation" to the speech perception problem. If the
distributional assumptions about the acoustic data are
corect, then there is no better criterion than Eq. (l), on
which an ideal observer could base category choice [29].
Furthermore, NAPP has other intuitively appealing
propenies. Assuming IPA = P(k) for all t, 7'] (equal
priors), when a stimulus is much closer (in Mahalanobis
distance) to the mean of one category than to any other,
its predicted probabil ity is near 1007o. When a stimulus
is equally close to two categories, but remote from the
others, its probability will be about 50Vo for the nearby
categories, but near zero for the otlers.

Despite the naivet€ of NAPP, it has proven quite
useful is the study of issues to vowel perception. Nearey
and Assmann [22] f irst used the full-blown technique to
compare l isteners' perception of "silent center" isolated
vowels to a default l inear discriminant analysis model
(with P(t) and 51 assumed equal over all the vowels).
Using the NAPP formulation as a tool to investigate
alternate static and dynamic cue representations, Nearey
and Assmann found that a cue-representation using
formant measurements from both a nucleus and an
offglide section appeared to provide a good account of
Iisteners' perception of isolated vowels.

Subsequent research using NAPP models, in
collaboration with Andruski t2l, and with Hillenbrand
and his colleagues, has continued to show good (though
by no means perfect) correspondence with listeners'
identification of natural and synthetic vowels. For
example, considering the data discussed in Hillenbrand
and Nearey [9], after training on a disjoint sample of
some 1200 vowel tokens from males, females and
children, a posteriori probabilities calculated with the
"frozen" model for an independent test set of 300 vowel
tokens (thus producing true cross-validation predictions)
shows an rms prediction error of about 8.27o. Quadratic
discriminant analysis, with distinct .S1 per vowel, shows
an even lower prediction error rate of about 6.8Vo.
Correlations between predicted and observed confusion
matrices are extremely high, above .95 in all cases,
largely because both listeners'responses and the cross-
validation predictions are concentrated on the original
"colrect " class. More detailed comparisons are reported
in [e].

2.2. Loglstic Discrimination and Logistic Regression

If 51are assumed to be equal for all phonemes, it is well
known [29] rhat the a posteriori probability functions of
Eq. ( I ) can be also be generared by functions of the form

f,kl x) =

t ' e { l . . . K l

where,xr is a row vector of cue values for a stimulus, a1
is a column vector of coefficients, and b* is a bias
(constant) for each phoneme t. If an augmented stimulus
vector z is defined by the adjoining to .r the squares and
unique cross products of the values of he original
stimulus dimensions, and e is substituted for r in Eq. (2),
then these equations cover 4 posteriori probabilities
arising from the general case of Eq. (l), wirh no
restriction on the 51

There can be advantages in optimizing coefficients in
Eq. (3) directly [rather than deriving it indirectty through
the class-conditional statistics of Eq. (l)1, because this
fis a discriminanr function to rhe data [29). A maxrmum
(quasi-) likelihood criterion is used to minimize the
discrepancy between the predicted p(klx) and observed
probabilities o(tl.r) for each stimuli x for all categories t.
In logistic discrimination, the observed probability is
scored as 1.0 when t is the original caregory for a given
stimulus and 0.0 otherwise. If, instead, o(klx), is raken as
the observed response probability for a subject choosing
category k for stimulus vector,r, then a similar maximum
likelihood procedure may be applied in a (polytomous)
logistic regression (LR) of perceptual response
probabilities on the srimuli. We have applied the latter
technique extensively in our laboratories.

2.3. Logistic regression of phoneme strings:
segmental LR models

If t in Eq. (Z) is extended to range over phonological
units "larger" than phonemes, then syllable probabilities
can be modeled. In that case, it has proven fruitful to
factor the coefficient sets {a1} and {Dr} ANOVA-style,
as exemplified in [7, chap. l]. For example Nearey [15]
studied listeners' categorization of a 4-dimensional
stimulus set with 972 stimuli spanning l0 English /trVC/
syllables. The factorization of the stimulus coeffrcienrs
{at} may be represented as:

q = 0,(V)+ 0{C)+[1Q]i(Vk,C) trl

Here, a*, represents the coefficient of the i-th stimulus
variable of the t-th syllable. V1 indexes rhe vowel
category and C1, the consonant category of syllable k;
thus, if the syllable in question is /hod/, then V1 is the
vowel code number assigned to /o/. The Greek letter
terms represent an ANOVA-like decomposition of a,
into main effects and interactions.q(%) represenrs rhe
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saategy. Second, SLIMMIT provides an existence proof
of a method that potentially allows integration of (pre-
HMM era) expert-system "segment-and-classify"

strategies with modern optimization techniques. The
second point deserves elaboration.

The SUMMIT system involves a two-stage
recognition process that can be described roughly as
follows (although SUMMIT researchers do not typically
describe it quite this way): Thc first stage can be viewed
as providing a set of alternate acoustic segmentations of
speech into microsegments, corresponding to key signal
elements related to phones, such as stop closures, burst
releases, vocalic regions, etc. A second stage system
(roughly speaking) scores a set of phonetic hypotheses,
conditional on the alternate microsegmentations, using
Static (fixed length input vector) statistical pattern
recognizers that may use a variety of measurements.
There are some other important details and refinements
provided by the MIT group that should be considered
carefully in application of this method to perceptual
models. However, the general approach has shown itself
to be very flexible.

My proposal, following some initial lines of research
described by 123) for stop consonanrs, is thar the second
stage of such a process is amenable to perceptually-
oriented engineering, using theoretically motivated cues
and scoring them with statistical pattern-recognizers
related, such as NAPP, LR, FLMP or HICAT. Research
by the MIT group (e.g. [8]) has shown that a variety of
heterogeneous me€rsures can be used successfully in
recognition strategies. Funhermore, although
performance enhancements are possible with careful
tuning, the general approach provides respectable results
with respect to a variety of cue choices.

5.2. Cue sharing in ASR

A key area to explore in a second pass recognizer is the
kind of cue sharing between neighboring phonemes
discussed in section 3 above. There are manv different
methods, including stochastic segmenr models, triphone
context models, deterministically-trended HMMs, and
hybrid HMM-neural networks that attempt to better
accommodate within- and/or between- phone correlation
of cues. None of these deals with the issue of physical
context dependency in anything like the way suggested
by the results of LR segmental models.

In its second pass, STIMMIT appears ro use only
features extracted from microsegments that are
subsumed exclusively by a single phoneme. In essence,
the acoustic microsegments are being treated a:;"immediate constituents" of phones. In practice, as in
many "standard" HMM schemes, some of the extracted
cues are based on relatively long temporal regions, and a
cue used in second pass scoring of a stop consonant
subsuming a release-burst micro segment may contain
information from portions of a waveform covered by a
following vocalic microsegment subsumed by a vowel
phone. (Indeed, SIIMMIT's boundary features are
designed specifically ro allow spanning of

microsegments). Such wide-time cues (including such
entities as delta cepstra) are well known to help in
speech recognition dramatically, even though they often
fit at best awkwardly into the theoretical framework in
which they are embedded.

A two-pass scheme like that of SIJMMIT could be
expanded to allow a more radical cue-sharing, like that
associated with "secondary cues" in [15,17], to be
exploited. For example, suppose a tentative
microsegmentation includes a silence following a vocalic
region, compatible with phone hypotheses of the form
VC. Although the C phone may be synchronized wirh
silent period, there is nothing to keep a second pass
scoring algorithm from evaluating consonant hypotheses
in light of cues read off extracted from.the preceding
vocoid, including its entire duration.

It is not obvious whether such contingent cue scoring
can be integrated into a coherent stochastic modeling
framework, but I suspect it can. Even if such statistical
coherence should prove elusive, I think the strategy
deserves investigation. Despite its foundations in
impeccable Bayesian theory, violations of assumptions
and heuristic shortcuts abound in ASR even in the most
orthodox HMM frameworks, because they improve
recognition scores [5]. Finding ways to incorporate what
we think are important insights from speech perception
into ASR seems well worth the effort with or without the
benefit of a statistical imprimatur.

The ASR, lexical access and speech perception
communities will all survive whether or not we hnd
compelling ways to integrate our knowledge and
methods. But life will be better for all if we do. It seems
likely, unless the exigencies within the field described in
[5] have changed dramatically, rhat champions of this
cause will arise spontaneously within the ASR
community. Lexical access researchers and we
phoneticians will have to meet them at least half way.
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scalability over FLMP and HICAT. LR models readily
handle multiple categories and multiple cues, enabling
their integration in more ambitious pattern recognition
tasks.

4. BRIDGING TO LEXICAL ACCESS AND
ASR: MODELING THE PERCEPTION OF

PHONETIC STRINGS

4.1. Modeling lexical access

Norris and colleagues 124,251have proposed models of
the lexical access process based on phoneme-level inputs
that appear to cover many aspects of human
performance. However, to date all lexical access
models have relied on artificial phonetic input,
engineered by the investigators. Such input might be
viewed as "an artist's conception" of the information
available to a lexical access system after some initial
phonetic transduction. It is unclear whether any existing
lexical access models will work as advertised if they are
attached to real phonetic transduction systems, i.e. to
phonetic "front ends" that take waveforms as input and
provide some sort of (probabilistic) phonetic
transcription as an output.

A suategy that at least one group is contemplating to
use front-ends from conventional ASR methods to do
such a transduction. I believe that such efforts are
extremely important and that they are very likely to
quickly uncover any fundamental diff,rculties that will be
encountered by interfacing any lexical access system to a
waveform driven input system [18].

While many possible front ends might provide
insights into the adequacy of lexical access models, at
least some critical research questions rely on relatively
subtle sub-phonemic differences [25]. For rhese
problems a front end thar more faithfully reflects
listeners'perception will l ikely be required. While such a
phonetically plausible front-end seems like a worrhy goal
in is own right, the prospect of linking speech
perception research to psycholinguistic models of lexical
access provides funher incentive.

In my view, the path that presents the besr prosp€cts
to meet this goal is for researchers in perceptual
phonetics to look for guidance to our colleagues in
speech technology, since they the only people on the
planet who have actually achieved anything that
resembles a working model of lexical access from
waveforms.

4.2. Modeling the perception of variable length
phonetic strings

With a few notable exceptions (e.g. [28]) almosr all
speech perception research has focused on simple
phonetic patterns with fixed canonical form. There is no
doubt that close study of well-defined problems, such as
the voicing/place of initial stops in CV syllable, was rhe
right place to start. Indeed, there no doubt remain many
important details to be explored using such stimulus sets.

Nonetheless, if speech perception research is to have
serious impact on lexical access and on speech
technology, we must find ways to expand beyond such
simple cases.

Perhaps one reason there has not been more extensive
research on the perception of variable length strings is
that even the relatively simple cases that have been
investigated have lead to very complex results. Thus,
Repp [28j studied the perception of synthetic parterns
that spanned response sets fitting the general template
VCr(CtV, so that the choice set could include [aba],
[aga], [abga] [agba], as well as rhe geminates [ab.ba],
[ag.ga]. Repp describes complex results that include
assimilation (integration) of transition cues across the
stop gap in come cases (at short gap durations when stop
transitions were compatible with a single place of
articulation) but dissimilation (conrrasr) in others. There
were also complex duration and speaking rate effects for
the perception of singleton versus geminate stops.

Interestingly, there has been some attempt (delayed
by more than a decade) at modeling aspecrs of this
complex behavior. Specifically, Grossberg et al. [6] have
shown via simulations thar their ARTPHONE neural
networks can handle some of the Repp's [28] findings
relating to cluster (and geminare, e.g., [bb]) versus
singleton consonant choices. However, Grossberg et al.'s
work does not explicitly model how place cues nor stop
gap duration are assessed from the signal. Instead, much
like the psycholinguists' lexical access models, the
ARTPONE model uses artificial inpurs to signal
occurrence of 'b-compatible' or 'g-compatible' input.
Thus, the differential assimilation and contrast effects of
Repp [28] were nor modeled. Additional perceprual
experiments pursuing some of these issues are long
overdue, as are more complete modeling efforts.

5. AN APPROACH TO INTEGRATING
SPEECH PERCEPTION MODELS WITH ASR

One approach to a more complete modeling would be
may be to construct a phonetically more plausible,
general purpose, variable-string recognizer that can be
readily customized to incorporate new hypotheses about
perception. I believe the most fruitful avenue to exDlore
is importing techniques from ASR.

5.1. The two-pass SUMMIT system

There are probably many general ASR approaches that
might be modified to serve as a platform for advanced
phonetic modeling. However, an approach similar to
recent implementations [33,271of the SUMMIT system
strike me as the most promising way to begin to inregrate
perceptual modeling described earlier in this paper wirh
speech recognition.

There are two encouraging aspects of SUMMIT.
First, SUMMIT's phonetic front end appeds to perform
at least as well as that of any existing ASR system. This
is important primarily because it shows that there is no
obvious performance disadvantage to this kind of
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ABSTRACT

The study of speech perception and rhe study of lexical
access are both mature fields. However, only a relatively
small amount of work has even begun to bridge the gai
between the two. Much speech perception ,rori
(categorization of synthetic speech continua) has focused
on close study of the response probabilities of a small set
of syllables in fixed canonical frames (e.g., CV). In
rlnl such experiments (e.g. [12,15,17,30,31,32]),
relatively simple static pattern recognition models
account well for speech perception results, including the
effects of lexical status. However, much work on leiical
access focuses on the time course of perception of word
and non-word stimuli that vary $eatly in segmental and
syllabic form. Only a very limited number of
experiments in the speech perception literature have
dealt with stimulus sets where both the number and type
of speech sounds have varied and even fewer studies
have begun ro deal with the modeling of response
probabilities for such data. Before detailed phonetic
models can be used as front ends for reasonable models
of lexical access, they must address the issue of the
perception of variable length phonetic strings head on.
To that end, the present paper discusses initial research
into a strategy for combining dynamic panern
recognition techniques from speech recognition
technology with rhe sratic models used by I l5].

I. INTRODUCTION

Given the relatively advanced state of psycholinguistics
and speech perception, it seems remarkable that the only
working models of lexical access from acoustic
waveforms are products of the engineering technology of
automatic speech recognition (henceforth ASR).
Funhermore, ASR has reached its current state with little
recourse to advanced knowledge from the speech or
psychological sciences. Speech recognition by machines
is much less accurate and robust than speech recognition
by humans. A number of researchers have suggested that
a better integration of rigorous scientific speech
knowledge is the only likely roure for substantial
improvement [26,1,10]

The relative fragility of ASR togerher with its
apparcnt disregard for psychophonetic speech research
has led many speech perception researchers to dismiss
speech technology out of hand. I will argue below that
this dismissal is unwarranted. Statistical pattern
recognition techniques have yielded insightful analysis
o[ a number of speech perception experiments. The
methods employed in this research so far can be
described as stutic pattern recognition methods, which

classify input vectors of a fixed dimension. ASR has
pioneered work in extending such methods ro a more
general dynamic panern recognition framework that is
capable of dealing with variable length inputs. This
framework provides the only knowi way ro deal
coherently with the phonetic transduction of signals
representing words as varied as cat and Sastratchiwan.
It seems likely thar speech p€rception research, if it is
ever to provide a useful bridge to lexical access, has
mugh 1o gain by carefully considering lessons from ASR
technology. Before discussing the dynamic pattern
recognition problem, I will review some applications of
static pattern recognition to speech perception.

2. NAPP AND LOGISTIC REGRESSION
MODELS

2.1. The Normal a Posteriori probabitity (NApp)
Model

A standard approach to experimental phonetics is
represented by Il U. In this work, researchers approached
a phonological contrast of interest, voicing in stop
consonants, by (i) carefully studying production patrerns,
(ii) hypothesizing necessary and sufficienr pioperties
specifying the contrast, (iii) synthesizing simplifieA
speech patterns varying in those properties, and (iv)
qualitatively comparing results of perception tests with
the hypothesized specification of the contrasts.

In our labs, we developed a more explicit,
quantitative approach to (iv) above via the normal c
posteriori probabiliry or NAPP model [21]. Given a
hypothesis about relevant spbech cues listener's
performance on perception tests could be predicted a
priori. Two key assumprions were rhar (a) within-
phoneme cue panerns follow multivariate normal
distributions, and (b) listeners'respond, using a Luce-
choice rule, to outputs of phoneme-detectors that were
tuned to respond with suengths proportional to the
relative likelihood of each phoneme class, as
characterized by normal probability density functions.
Formally, the normal a posteiori probability function
can be stated as:

flkl x) =

t 'e (t ...( I

where .r is the cue vector for a given stimulus; rn1 is the
mean cue vector and S1 is the (variance-) covariance
matrix the for rhe phoneme k; p(k) is the prior
probability for phoneme & in the language as a whole
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